Curriculum Review Committee
18 October 2004

Present: Menzemer, Hajjafar, Kellar, Varonis, Monroe, Steiner, Robinson, Laconi, Andrews, Clark, Stokes
Excused: Yoder, Lillie, Matney
Absent:
Guest: Dr. Elizabeth Kennedy

Discussion: Slash courses in Summit College. Proposal from Dr. Elizabeth Kennedy to offer a 200/300 level slash course. Concern that, if approved, this option be limited to courses in the associate degree program. Currently, slash courses used to bridge undergraduate/graduate level. The 200/300 slash course would be used to bridge the associate/undergraduate levels. The student registered at 300 level would have extra assignments and projects as in the 500 level of the 400/500 slash courses. Action: CRC votes unanimously to recommend the institution of 200/300 slash courses available only for courses in an associate program to bridge the transfer into baccalaureate programs and to allow for baccalaureate programs to list appropriate courses as electives in the baccalaureate programs. The associate student could not take the 300 level – registration would be limited to baccalaureate students. Nancy will take to Council of Deans and then on to Faculty Senate.

Discussion: Ohio Transfer Module. There is a significant effort on the part of Summit College to have courses accepted as part of the transfer module. A student completing the transfer module at a state supported institution would be guaranteed to have those credits accepted in another state university. Mr. Don Laconi is heading the effort for Summit College while Dr. Karla Mugler is working on the issues for the University College. It seems likely that the transfer module concept will be extended in the future to specific courses of study.

Next meeting: Monday 8 November 3-4:30
Bay Room Bierce Library (269)

UPCOMING TOPICS:
Pre-reqs
Transient Credit
Web-based review proposed rule change
Definition change in proposed rule change
Survey of web usage